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Introduction Theoretical Background Results

Structure Determination Using Machine Learning

Computational Approach

Summary

Structure determination using machine learning requires :
 Features & values extracted from experimental data of known materials as input
 Structural data giving rise to these experimental details as output

Alternatively, we may also go forward from structures and :
 Calculate experimentally measurable parameters from first principles and thus
 Simulate experimental spectra, providing features for training 

Suitably trained ML elements can then be presented with spectra for new materials 
as input and underlying structures deduced in greatly accelerated timeframes.

Example : TiO
2
 polymorph structure directly from NMR spectra

These are popular materials in industry, and a wide variety of computational and 
experimental data exists. 
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Many nuclei of interest in solid state NMR have half integer spin I > ½ (eg., 47Ti, I = 
5/2), with a quadrupole moment that couples with electric field gradient. Subsequently 
spectra for powdered solids are broadened due to presence of many crystallite 
orientations (angles alpha,beta) in sample, figure below.

Spectra are strong functions tensor parameters (eg., C
q 
), the latter are sensitive 

measures of local structure, and in this case calculated using Density Functional 
Theory (DFT).

In this example, by creating a range of structures lying between Rutile and Anatase 
end-members, and simulating the expected NMR spectrum for each, we create data 
that may be stored in a collaboratory, but also used with machine learning to learn the 
mapping between atomic structure and spectra. 

Implicit to this approach is some insight as to the constituent atoms of the material ie., 
human or machine classification must take place beforehand; supervised methods give 
unit cell details, but not atomic identity.

For the purposes of machine learning, feature/value pairs come from the normalized 
spectrum in each case; features are frequencies and values the corresponding 
amplitude points.

 All calculations apart from custom NMR simulation performed using tools from 
Quantum Espresso (QE)

 Create pseudopotentials (QE/ld1.x)
 Perform as batch processes :

 Generate TiO
2
 structure between Anatase and Rutile by stepping Oxygen atomic 

fractional coordinates and unit cell parameters a==b,c
 Calculate electronic structure via Density Functional Theory using plane waves + 

pseudopotentials (QE/pw.x)
 Calculate Ti and O NMR parameters using QE/gipaw.x 
 Simulate NMR MAS spectra using calculated parameters

 Use spectra as SVM input feature/value pairs (50x128 =6400 pairs),one SVM per 
fractional Oxygen coordinate (3 total), one for unit cell parameter a and b, one for unit 
cell parameter c (all unit cell angles 900)

 Total computational time for training data produced from fifty structures ~ 1 hr, 8 MPI 
processes, creating 5 x 77kB files for SVMlight

DFT provides good correspondence between *experimental and calculated 
values for Anatase (first        value pairs) and Rutile (last value pairs) end-members.

SVM's trained on simulated NMR data reproduce correct cell parameters for new 
NMR input spectra, with small errors (below), particularly for more  'Rutile-like' structure. 

'Anatase-like' structure NMR spectra have larger distribution of features than 
Rutile-like, which leads to larger errors, will benefit from better feature selection.

The overall approach demonstrates that support vector machines are capable of 
learning the complex mapping between spectra and underlying atomic structure.
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*A comparison of NMR spectral parameters of 47Ti and 49Ti nuclei in rutile and 
anatase, L. V. Dmitrieva, L. S. Vorotilova, I. S. Podkorytov, M. E. Shelyapina, Phys. 
Solid State, 41(7) 1999

The Materials Genome initiative will be supported by systematic production of 
experimental, simulation and ab initio data, appropriately indexed and stored in 
collaboratories.

Machine learning elements may be trained on simulated and experimental data for 
known structures, to learn relationships between experimental spectra and 
underlying structure, so that spectra for new materials may be presented to the 
system and underlying structure deduced rapidly.

This approach may be extended to many more data examples eg., Scanning 
Tunneling Microscopy & Density of States calculations.

Experimentalists in material science use spectroscopic methods like NMR and X-Ray 
diffraction to provide atomic structural insight; spectra are highly complicated for solid 
solutions and amorphous materials; in these cases, materials characterization requires 
intensive work including simulation, ab initio calculations.

The task of complex materials characterization is greatly supported by generation of 
computational data in an automated/semi-automated fashion, indexed and stored in a 
collaboratory. The data can then be used in conjunction with machine learning to 
determine explicit structural details for new materials using  supervised methods eg., 
Support Vector Machines.
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